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� Areas of excellence

� Textile (functional materials)

� Agro-food (nutraceuticals, food processing)

� Enviromental Engineering

� IT (software, gaming, digital arts)

� Tissue engineering

� Medical devices

� Nanomedicine and nanomaterials

University of Minho



R&D TecMinho (TTO) Spinpark (Incubator) Avepark (S&T Park)

Innovation Ecossystem
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Partnering

Commercialising R&D results

Supporting Entrepreneurship

TecMinho – TTO 
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TecMinho supports researchers who wish to transfer their 

results

The interests of the researcher are essential

The key success factor is researcher trust

We try to generate enthusiasm in the researcher by 

Internal marketing

University IP policy

Employing high quality staff at the KTO

The researcher is the heart of it



12 FTE at the TTO (Tech Transfer + Entrepreneurship)

- portfolio of >100 patents

- 41 spin-off companies

- self-sustained: 30% services; 30% grants; 30%

projects; 10% royalties

In 2012:

- 200 meetings with researchers

- 150 meetings with companies

- 33 invention disclosures

- 23 priority patents

- 7 new licenses (>400K€ royalties)

- 6 new spin-offs

Facts and Figures



Best practice guides (in english) available 
in our website: www.tecminho.uminho.pt

Best practice guides



• There is an increasing expectation on

Research Institutions to contribute to the

national economy through Knowledge

Transfer.

3rd Mission

Why knowledge transfer matters



… is not the Industrialized University!

• Independence based on generating income

• Teaching and research are vital

• It is an error to design a production plant to 

maximise the by-product

• The value extracted from KT should be 

maximised but not at the expense of the prime 

mission

The Entrepreneurial University…



� Attract new and better students globally

� Recruit, Reward and Retain faculty

� Foster more industrial placements

� Foster new R&D projects

� Establish long-term partnerships with companies

� Set-up innovative companies  

� Improve University image and reputation

� Generate income for research

Education

Research

Valorisation

Clear impact regionally, nationally and globally: 

IMPACT not PROFIT

Expected results for Universities



Cannot rely on trade secrets.

Must publish without delay to participate in worldwide 

open science network

Cannot exploit directly inventions, must licence

Most inventions are early stage and need improvements 

to become economically attractive.

Patenting is essential to reconcile 

publication with innovation

Why is patenting essential in PROs?



Patents do not protect discoveries and ideas, but they 

do protect the investment in the development of 

applications.

Even if the University may not consider patents a 

priority…

… the companies the University wants to 

collaborate with surely will!

Why is patenting essential in PROs?



Tech Transfer Tools in PROs:

Tool 1: licensing

Tool 2: spin-off creation

Tool 3: PRO/Industry Collaboration

Whichever tool, 

IP management is essential!

Why is patenting essential in PROs?



When do companies 

pay money for new ideas?

THEY DON’T



How to convert an idea

into a property, your property

• Ideas are free for all to use

• Must place the idea in a “vessel”

– Convert it into intellectual property

• Governments have created a variety of forms 

of intellectual property

• In some cases, use of more than one form is 

appropriate

Cannot sell ideas



• Patents

– Utility (technology), design and plant

• Plant variety

• Trade secret

• Copyright

• Semiconductor mask work

• Trademark/service mark

Types of Intellectual Property



PATENT MANAGEMENT

MARKETING

NEGOTIATION

POST DEAL 
MANAGEMENT

TIME

COMMITMENT

Licensing Activity Timeline



PATENT MANAGEMENT

TIME

Invention Record

PT Priority

PT Search

PCT Filing

International Search

National Phase

Examinations & Renewals

Prior art searches

Scientific papers

Google

Espacenet

Licensee feedback

Inventor feedback

Patent Management

Patentscope



MARKETING

TIME

Informal Soundings (Voice of the Customer)

Confidential Discussions

Market Research (Focus Groups)

Marketing Plan + implementation

Confidentiality Agreements

Confidential Meetings

Marketing



NEGOTIATION

TIME

Draft Terms

Agree Price

Licence/Option/Material Sales Agreement

Iterations

Signatures

Database Entry

Negotiation



POST DEAL 
MANAGEMENT

TIME

Chase Reports

Chase Payments

Check Progress

Create New Sales

Renegotiate!

Post-deal Management



An IP Policy is not only about ownership and revenue.

Must include how it is managed (documents, timing,

responsibilities…).

One of the most important tools: a disclosure form.

The disclosure form is the document the researcher

uses to inform the University IP Office (or person) that

a new invention may have arisen from research.

Disclosure form



Should include:

- What was invented

- By whom? (Are you sure…?)

- What funding? (any strings attached?)

- How do you know it is new? Did YOU disclose it?

- Information for commercial potential assessment (any

leads? What is the problem being addressed? Who can

be interested?)

Disclosure form



Disclosure form



“IP Management @ Universities” Istanbul, April 14 to 15, 2011 Albert Long Hall, BOGAZICI UNIVERSITY

� Invention Disclosure is the starting point
- often focused problem solving has taken place and the invention is an outcome of 

that problem solving

� The inventor needs to recognize that the invention has 

value

� The inventor must be willing to share the invention to 

reinforce the value assessment and to decide the 

appropriate next steps

- researcher’s trust is key

� The inventor’s effort must be recognized and supported

- monetary incentives, peer recognition, career enhancement

Early-stage Assessment



Early-stage Assessment

4 types of assessment

� Patentability: ownership, novelty, prior art, scope, “patent

around”, enforceability, secret know-how, FTO, costs*

� Technical: proof-of-concept, prototype, industry support, 

funding*

� Market: value proposition, clients, market, suppliers, 

competitors, funding...

� Commercial/business: price, costs, margins, differentiation, 

distribution, improvements, investment*





Early-stage Assessment

Why?

� Early-stage decision-making

� Allocating limited resources to promising projects

� Transparency in TTO-researcher communication

� Evidencing effort to the administration



It costs just as much money

to develop and patent a worthless idea

as a valuable one

Choose a valuable one and focus on it



� Research (creation of the idea)

� Invention disclosure (submitted to TTO)

� Intellectual Property (IP) assessment (protection, technical 

and commercial feasibility)

� IP protection (initially a provisional patent application and 

then further prosecution)

� Marketing and Proof of Concept

� Option then License (to an Existing Company or Start-Up)

� Product and Market Development

� Commercial Sales (by Licensee/Sublicensee)

� Revenue to CU (royalty, milestone payments, equity)

� Revenue distribution (inventors, their labs, Campus and 

System)

The Technology Transfer Process



� Work with researchers to identify and assess IP

� Work with researchers to secure IP rights 
through research contracts, Material Transfer 
Agreements and related agreements

� Decide to protect, license, release to public or 
return IP to inventor 

� Supervise obtaining legal protection, negotiate, 
execute and manage licenses and distribute net 
receipts [inventor(s) named on a patent receive 
X% of the revenue derived from the patent] 

� Conduct government compliance

The role of the TTO
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Tech Transfer & Entrepreneurship


